REMOTE CONTROL FUNCTIONS/INSTRUCTIONS

On/off button functions

- Red LED off: key pad is operative
- Press on/off button for 5 seconds. The red light turns on to indicate the remote control safety position: keypad is not operative
- Press again on/off button for 5 seconds. The red light will turn off: keypad is again operative

Push the button “up” to open the sofa into the bed position.

Push the button “down” to close the bed into the sofa position.

HOW TO OPERATE THE UNIT MANUALLY IN CASE OF MOTOR MALFUNCTION

1) Remove plug from power socket.

2) Remove left arm of your sofa, sliding it out of its bayonet fitting.

3) Using a Hex/Allen Key unscrew Hex Socket head screw (Fig. 1-2)
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4) Remove screw 1 and pull back little lever 2 (Fig. 3-4-5-6)

5) Remove right arm and repeat operations 2,3 and 4.

6) To open the sofa: pull the back cushion forward completely until the sofa is converted fully.

7) To close the bed and convert it into a sofa, do exactly the opposite operation explained in point 6.

8) In case of motor fault, call retailer for replacement.